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Bay Area Focus is a weekly Public Affairs program that normally airs three weeks 

each month on Sundays at 11AM on KBCW.  Black Renaissance, a Public Affairs 

program normally airs once every three weeks at 11AM on KBCW. 

There were a number of repeat programs broadcast during this quarter due to 

control room construction and holiday (Thanksgiving) schedules. 

 

BAY AREA FOCUS: OCTOBER 2015  

 

October 25th Air Date Program: 

 

Seg 1: Michael Blecker, Executive Director of Swords to Plowshares, discussed the 

organization’s range of social and medical services for veterans. He described the many reasons 

veterans show up at their center, and noted the need for volunteers and funding to aid former 

troops. 

Seg 2: Lizzie Coyle and Melissa Strongman talked about Lindsay Wildlife’s educational 

programs, wildlife hospital services, and year-round community events. They discussed the 

diversity of animals at Lindsay Wildlife and mentioned the school programs where children can 

interact with wildlife.  

Seg 3: Juno Duenas and Joe R. Goyos talked about Support for Families of Children with 

Disabilities’ parent education workshops, support groups, case management services, and 

community outreach efforts.  

Seg 4: Miko Lee and Joti Singh talked about Youth in Arts’ year-round school programs, 

community events, work with professional artists, and upcoming performances.  

**Repeat programs aired on October 4th and 11th and Black Renaissance aired on 10/18. The 

Bay Area Focus repeat shows originally aired in March and June 2015. ** 
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BAY AREA FOCUS: November 2015: 

 

November 1st Air Date Program: 

 

Seg 1: Simon Pitchford and Tyra Edwards discussed Project Open Hand’s meal delivery 

programs for elderly, disabled, and ill residents in the Bay Area. They noted their program 

traditionally served HIV/AIDS patients, but has expanded to cover a variety of groups across the 

Bay Area.   

Seg 2: Ian Swensen and Luis Bellorin discussed the San Francisco Conservatory of Music’s year-

round student recitals, faculty performances, and orchestra concerts – noting that many are 

free or low-cost events. They emphasized the vibrant music scene at SFCM and highlighted 

upcoming concerts.   

Seg 3: Kesha Weekes and Maribel Zarate talked about EPATT’s unique blend of academic and 

tennis programs for under-served students living in East Palo Alto. They talked about the 

importance of giving low-income youth a safe and welcoming space after school ends for the 

day. They also discussed parental involvement in events and programs.  

Seg 4: Noah Cowan and filmmaker Orlando Bagwell promoted the San Francisco Film Society’s 

“Doc Stories Film Festival.” Orlando described his film about the shooting death of a black 

teenager by a white police officer. Noah discussed the range of films at SFFS’s first-ever doc-

centered festival.  
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November 8th Air Date Program: 

 

Seg 1: Stuart McCullough and Peggy Flemming discussed Youth Homes Inc.’s range of programs 

for abused and neglected foster children from around the Bay Area. They described residential 

services, therapy groups, aftercare initiatives, and stressed the importance of having stable 

adult mentors in these youths’ lives.  

Seg 2: Adrian Tiranadi and Onki Kwan talked about Bayview Hunters Point Community Legal’s 

push for universal access, so that everyone can enforce their civil rights. They noted their case 

work options, community development initiatives, and long-term goals as an organization.  

Seg 3: David Cattivera and Cari Pang Chen described Rebuilding Together Peninsula’s work 

offering home repairs to seniors, families, and disabled residents in the South Bay. They 

described how groups of volunteers tackle minor repair issues like debris removal, electrical 

work, and heating needs.  

Seg 4: Curt Yagi and Connie Wong talked about R.O.C.K.’s range of programs for under-served 

students living in Visitation Valley. They mentioned athletic, sports, and social elements to each 

of their age-specific after-school programs.  

**A Black Renaissance repeat program aired during the November 15th timeslot. ** 

 

November 22nd Air Date Program: 

 

Seg 1: Dr. Vitka Eisen and Dr. Ako Jacintho talked about Healthright360’s range of medical and 

social services for Bay Area residents, and honed in on their programs for those struggling with 

substance abuse.  

 Seg 2: Pali Boucher and Kristen Seidle described Rocket Dog Rescue’s adoption and fostering 

programs, promoted community events, and discussed how the Bay Area’s housing market 

affects animal ownership.  

Seg 3: Louan Johnson and Marisha Banks talked about Girls to Women’s range of academic and 

athletic programs serving female students from East Palo Alto. They noted how the area is 
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becoming more and more gentrified, and described how female students of color can often be 

left behind in a public school environment.  

Seg 4: Barbara Lane, Director of the Arts and Ideas series at the JCCSF talked about how the 

year-round lecture series brings speakers of all backgrounds to an accessible venue for Bay Area 

residents. She promoted upcoming lectures and described highlights from past events.  

**The Bay Area Focus show from 11/1/15 was repeated for the time slot on 11/29/15 due to 

the Thanksgiving holiday. ** 

 

BAY AREA FOCUS: December 2015: 

 

December 13th Air Date Program: 

Seg 1: Lance Toma and Nikki “Tita Aida” Calma talked about the Asian and Pacific Islander 

Wellness Center’s HIV/AIDS testing and health services, general medical services, community 

events, and push to serve many communities of color in the Bay Area.  

Seg 2: Jeff Bordona and Stuart Mahoney described the San Jose Museum of Art’s school-based, 

museum-centered, and adult-specific programs. They honed in on the programs that get young 

people excited about art and creativity.  

Seg 3: Nzinga Mpenda talked about the many reasons why people call San Francisco Suicide 

Prevention, and noted the multiple hotlines, support groups and community events the 

organization offers.   

Seg 4: Juliet Boyd discussed Hopalong and Second Chance Animal Rescue’s range of adoption, 

fostering, and community programs. She showed pictures of dogs who’ve been successfully 

adopted and noted how viewers could become foster or adoptive parents to their animals.  

**Repeat Bay Area Focus shows aired on 12/6, 12/20, and 12/27. The 12/6 and 12/20 timeslots 

took shows that originally aired in March 2015 and the repeat for 12/27 was the show that 

previously aired Dec. 13th. ** 


